DAYLIGHT DONUTS!! Open 24 Hours A Day…Seven Days A Week!
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“Crave!” The word that comes to mind – and the word that Daylight Donuts addresses perfectly
in advertising themselves online… Hey, Boone! Guess what? Take your donut craving straight
to King Street – ANYTIME it strikes! We now have a Donut Shop!!! Open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week conveniently located on King Street right next door to Capone’s Pizza. 24
Hours a day means there’s never a wrong time to feed your craving! They serve specialty
donuts, cake and yeast, delectable cinnamon rolls, specialty coffees and offer Wi-Fi. The
spacious welcoming atmosphere makes for a comfortable hang out for you and your friends or
when you need to just find some solo time. Vicki and Cole Reed welcome you!
Hot, delicious donuts created and pastries baked right before your very eyes beckon every
sweet tooth and hungry tummy in town…
Wi-Fi means that you can satisfy your cravings and be productive – or just surf. The Reeds
friendly staff is multi-talented; they bake donuts and happily serve you a hot cup of java,
specialty coffee drinks, vitamin water and a variety of cold and hot beverages. Yum! Yum!
While OUR Daylight Donuts is new to Boone, the company has been alive and thriving for
years. In 1954, Tommy and Lucille Day perfected the light textured delectable recipe that came
to be known as the now famous Daylight Donuts recipe for success. Originating in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, the Days began their business baking donuts in the morning and selling them out of
the trunk of their car in the afternoons. From humble beginnings the business expanded to 200
stores before they sold the company to Jerry and Linda Hull. A love of donuts seems to be a
classic desire. From 200 stores and a fleet of delivery trucks, the Hulls expanded its growth and
sold it to the Bonds. Through the swings of economic storms, people still turn to the great
comfort food of a donut and the current count of Daylight Donuts boasts nearly 1,000 worldwide.
World-renowned donuts may be impressive but Boone’s own 24-hour seven days a week donut
shop concerns itself with you and satisfying your cravings. Check them out – and tell them we
sent you! Enjoy!!
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